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INTRODUCTION

This plan of action has been complied with reference to the

Scottish government publications, local PKC guidance, World

Health Organisation (WHO), CIMSPA, our insurance providers,

collaboration with other business owners at Jamesfield, UK Active

and ROSPA. 

Our policy will be reviewed on a regular basis and any changes

communicated to you. 

We believe the measures we have in place, along with your

compliance and help, can allow us to open safely and get everyone

moving again.  Exercise is so good for your physical and mental

health and we will do everything we can to keep your club open. 

Please talk to us if you have any suggestions or comments as we

can only modify if we are aware.  



GENERAL

If you are feeling unwell, are experiencing any of the current COVID19 symptoms or have been in

contact with anyone who is experiencing symptoms, please postpone your visit. 

Please bring as few belongings as possible. 

Please avoid using the toilets and changing facilities if possible.

Our shower facilities will remain closed until guidance allows.

Please observe the social distancing guidelines 

We have been asked to place a lot of visual guides, stickers and markings. These are intended to be

helpful, not patronising.  Please also appreciate that as a children play area we have selected colourful

and fun options to help things be less scary for the kids. 

We've never done this before so please expect changes, be patient with us and each other and let us

know if we can do better. 

ON ARRIVAL

Please use the hand sanitizer upon arrival.

If you are sensitive to the alcohol gel, you are welcome to use the sink/soap at reception.  

The check in-tablet is no longer in use, please verbally check in with the team.  It would be really

helpful if everyone could add a recognisable portrait photo to your account. 

Please stand behind the screens at reception to communicate with staff where possible.

We have a LOT of cleaning to do, may be away from reception when you arrive and ask for your

patience and understanding. 



STUDIO GUIDANCE

Please arrive 5 mins early for your class to ensure you

are set up in time. 

Bring as little as possible please. 

All classes are 45-mins to allow for cleaning between

sessions. 

We are required to have floor markings in place which

are intended to guide and as reminders. 

You must bring your own mat for BodyBalance and we

recommend you also use this for BodyPump/BodyCombat.  

This is likely to be a long term change for better

hygiene moving forwards and a worth while

investment. 

New mats will be available to purchase and our used

mats available for sale at great prices. 

No sweat towels are allowed.

Do not move the bikes or BodyPump steps as these

will be placed to comply with social distancing

guidelines. 

Do not move the bikes after class. 

Please leave BodyPump equipment to the side of the

studio for cleaning by the team. 

Please leave the studio promptly after class to allow

us to clean down for the next session. You can always

have a chat in our cafe with a cuppa! 

Windows will be open to increase ventilation so we

recommend bringing a warm top for BodyBalance and

a blanket for the relaxation. 

Room capacity, taking into account the /ft2 guidance

has been set at 6 for all classes. 

We can not re-instate Boxercise classes yet and will

require members to bring their own kit when we do.

Our 'pre-loved' kit will be available to purchase.  



GYM GUIDANCE

Sessions have been set to 75 mins and start

times set to prevent cross-over with class start

times. 

Only 4 members are permitted per session

allowing for 1 members of staff to enter the

room too. 

You are welcome to arrive and leave at any time

during your session, however, please avoid

doing so as classes are starting (at 5 to the

hour) and finishing (quarter to the hour). 

The gym has been re-arranged to move

equipment with at least 2m distance between

and all cardio equipment faces a wall. 

We are required to place floor markings which

are intended as a guide and reminder. 

Gym towels are not permitted.  

Please bring your own exercise mats, e.g. yoga,

if possible.      

We have anti-bac/anti-viral wipes within the

gym that should be used to clean equipment

after use. 

Windows will be open to increase ventilation so

if you are planning a more gentle workout, a

warm top may be advisable. 

The gym will be cleaned down between sessions

in addition to members cleaning the kit used. 

No boxing equipment will be available at this

time, including the bag. 

You are welcome to bring your own boxing

gloves and pads for pair work but recommend

that this is only done with members of your

household or 'bubble' since it is very close

contact. 



BOOKING SYSTEM

Classes and gym sessions must be booked. 

Wherever possible, please do this via the

website or using the Clubright app.

If you can't book online please call the club (or

email) to book your sessions. 

Sessions can be cancelled up to one hour

before.  These will not be refundable due to

VAT/booking fees/card fees incurred.  The credit

will however remain on your account to use in

another session.

PLEASE USE THE WAITING LIST SYSTEM if there

are not enough spaces for you in a session as

this allows us to monitor demand and make

appropriate changes.

ON DEMAND
SESSIONS & GYM
PRIVATE HIRE

Our virtual classes have always been available

'on demand' but now this really come into it's

own.  

At anytime when the studio is free you are able

to arrange for your own private session to run.   

These will need to start on the hour to avoid

clashes with gym session start times. 

The available gym sessions can also be booked

out for one person or family/friends group. 

If you are booking either a class or gym session

for one person, their will be an additional

private hire fee of £5.50 which can be

purchased online.  E.g. PAYG + £5.50 or

membership credit +£5.50. 



MEMBERSHIPS

Annual memberships are not available at this

time. 

Current annual memberships are 'frozen' and

we will continue to do this until you feel

comfortable to return. Just get in touch to

'unfreeze' your account. 

Monthly memberships are available however

please appreciate that we are being asked to

operate at significantly reduced capacity and

can not take responsibility if you are not able to

use all of your sessions.  The system does not

allow for these to be 'carried forward'.  You can

however take advantage of our 'On Demand'

classes and book a session anytime the studio is

free.  Their is a supplementary fee for single

person use. 

PAYMENTS

Online booking will require online payment.  If

you are not able to pay online please contact

the club to arrange booking and you can pay at

the club. 

In club we are asking for card payments where

possible and preferably contactless.  This

reduces the risk to our staff and reduces ques at

recepetion.



SUPERVISED PLAY

Our indoor play can not open until the 14th

September.

We will follow the strictest of pre-school and

school age childcare guidelines for our Nest

facilities. 

Due to changes in our insurance policy, our

maximum age is now 10yrs for the play area. 






